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 Background: Formaldehyde is an important precursor to many other materials and 

chemical compounds. Formaldehyde existence in marine environment is a significant 

consideration for human health. Photo catalytic wastewater treatment system is one of 

the most effective techniques for treatment of organic compounds. Objective: In 
present study, photo catalytic oxidation of formaldehyde by used of Tio2 Nano powder 

, ultra violet radiation and H2O2 was investigated. Using an experimental laboratory 

scale unit, formaldehyde solution[35 mg/l] was prepared and in separate stages was 
exposed to UV, n- TiO2, and hydrogen peroxide and a combination of them in various 

PH. Concentration of remind formaldehyde was examined in various times. Results: 

The results show that using of UV, TiO2 Nanopowder and H2O2 together have the 
most formaldehyde removal efficiency. This study shows that 92% of formaldehyde 

was degraded by UV radiation in the in the basic condition [pH=12]. Conclusion: the 

results also show, number o f UV lamp ,concentration of n- TiO2 and hydrogen 
peroxide have considerable effects on formaldehyde removal efficiency . 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Formaldehyde is one of the carcinogenic and poisoning materials that can be enter to environment from 

industrial wastewater. Many factories use formaldehyde for produce materials such as urea formaldehyde resin, 

melamine resin, phenol formaldehyde resin. Textile, plastic, automobile, and wood industries also use 

formaldehyde .formaldehyde also is applied in medicine, pesticides and biocides. Hence, formaldehyde can be 

present in much industrial waste water. Formaldehyde is highly toxic to animals.  

 Researches show that many biological treatment methods, successfully remove formaldehyde from 

wastewater .some of successful methods of treatment formaldehyde are consist of,  anaerobic sequencing batch 

bio film reactor[1] moving bed biofilm reactor[2] and sequencing batch reactor[3]. Therewith researches shows 

that membrane bioreactors have efficiency up to 99.9% in omitting formaldehyde. [4]. 

 For Using of biological system one needs to a bacterial adaptation. Any rapid increasing in formaldehyde 

concentration or increasing any other poisoning materials can naked out bacterial populations. Therefore using 

from biological methods is not practical in real industrial wastewater treatment. in real situations, Present of 

high concentration of ionic compounds such as sodium chloride and other organic pollutions can destroy the 

biological process. [5, 6] 

 Recently, Photochemical Advanced Oxidation Processes are used successfully for treating complex and 

poisoning organic materials that cannot be decay by natural biological process. In Photochemical process, 

ultraviolet radiation as a activation agent and Nonopowder catalyst as a catalyst are used, by radiation of UV to 

this material, activated radical same as Hydroxyl agent with free double electrons as a strong oxidation agent 

will be product that can be effective in analyzing of organic matter[7] 

 Albeit Photo chemical processes are more expensive in comparison with biological methods, however, this 

technology can be used inside of other common treatment systems [8].  

 Using titanium dioxide inside UV radiation have been successfully used in omitting Cr+6 [9], natural 

organic materials [10]and cyclohexan [11]. In this research effect of using titanium dioxide, UV radiation 

aeration and hydrogen peroxide in various PH on removing of formaldehyde is assessment. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

  The first phase of the study was carried out using an experimental laboratory scale unit. The unit consisted 

of cylindrical container that was made from a two curtains glass .the dimensions of the unit were 10 cm in 

external diameter 7.5 cm in inner diameter, and 25 cm height. Figure no 1 shows the schematic of the unit. An 

inlet and out let was considered for water circulation in order to make the temperature constant. A flow of water 

that was passed from a ban marry[water bath] was pumped to the middle of inner and outer layers of the unit .so 

the temperature was control to be constant at 20C.in top of the reactor a way for aeration via a hole were 

conceived. Air blowing mixed reactor content. Increasing the chemical material also was done via a hole. 

Formaldehyde solution [35 mg/l] was prepared and in separate stages was exposed to UV,  n- TiO2, and 

hydrogen peroxide and a combination of them in various PH. 

 UV radiation was done by use of four UV lamps [55wat], from for direction to have unique radiation.  

 PH was adjusted by using of NaOH and sulfuric acid solution. 

 Various condition of aeration, UV radiation [2 and4 lump] ,using from TIO2 [1.2 and2.5gr] using from 

H2O2[6 and13cc] and various PH[3.5,6.5 and12] were examined and in various time,30,60,120,180and 240 

minutes  

 Sampling was done. 

 Formaldehyde were examine by expectrophotometric method and the results were analyzed by computer 

statistical analyzer. [Excel software] 

 

Results: 

 For comparing the results of removing, efficiency were obtain from this formula  

 = efficiency 

  :concentration of formaldehyde in sample 

  :primary concentration of formaldehyde[35mg/l]  

 The results can be shown as the figures 2, 3,4and 5  .These graphs are shown that the best efficiency is 

happened in PH, equaled 12 and increasing 2.5gr TIO2 and13cc H2O2 to the reactor. The best efficiency was 

equal to 92%.  

 As the figure 3 shows, in the PH equal 12, by increasing catalyst from 1.5 mg to 2.5 mg in 500cc in solution 

of35mg/l formaldehyde, the efficiency will considerably increase. 

 Figure 5 shows the effect of using from H2O2 inside the UV radiation and photocatalyst TiO2.this figure 

shows increasing efficiency of formaldehyde treatment. More ever, in a 60 minute, decay efficiency is 64% but 

by increasing the H2o2, this efficiency increased to 87% 

 And totally the results show the UV radiation have essential role in the reaction 

 

Discussion: 

 By increasing TiO2 as a photocatalyst and UV radiation, after 60 minutes, the efficiency of formaldehyde 

removal become 64%.that shown the increasing of rate of reaction by used of photocatalyst. In absent of 

photocatalyst, production rate of radicals is too slow. [12][13] 

 The optimum PH for treatment of pollutant is related to its nature is different and should be found in 

laboratory[12] .so examinations were done in various PH .and the result show that the best efficiency in belong 

to pH equal 12[figure2] equal 92% 

 The result[figure3] also show increasing of efficiency is related directly to increasing of radiation intensity 

the rate of reaction in the first 60 minutes duration is more than the second duration that one of its reason is 

related to decreasing of formaldehyde concentration and the second reason is via of increasing of free radicals 

concentration and increasing of contact chance of this radicals .Contacting radicals , case reaction inverse and 

oxidation property of this particle will be decreased[14]. 

 As the result show by increasing the photocatalyst the efficiency also increased. The best reason is 

increasing the amount of intake radiation. 

 There are the same results for photocatalystic treatment of monocrotophos pesticide [15] 

 Decay mechanism of organic compounds in photocataystic reactions is creating the free hydroxyl radicals. 

So by increasing the primary concentration of hydroxyls, the reaction rate of photocatalystic reaction will be 

increased. The results of experiments also support this fact. H2O2 increase the hydroxyl radicals 

 In order to determine the kinetic of reactions, in condition of using of TiO2 [2.5gr], using of 4 UV lamp, 

increasing 13cc of H2O2, in Ph equal 12, the graphs of inverse concentration versus the time was drawn. Figure 

8 shows this relation. Liner shape of graph shows that degree of reaction is second order and R =
2

 0.9669 
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Conclusion: 

 As the results showed, by using of Nanopowder of Tio2 can obtain efficiency 92% in treatment of 

formaldehyde. Reaction was completed in 240 minute and is higher than biological reaction. Order of the 

reaction can help for predicting the concentration of formaldehyde in various times. 
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Fig. 1: Reactor shape. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Camparing of efficiency of formaldehyde treatment in acidic .natural and basic condition. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: comparing effect of the number of lamps on treatment efficiency. 
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Fig. 4: Comparing the effect of weight if TiO2 in reactor on formaldehyde removal efficiency. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: the effect of H2O2 on treatment efficiency of formaldehyde treatment. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: linear relations between time and 1/c [second order] 
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